CLASS 7
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
1. English: Read ‘Peter Pan’ during the vacation. Choose any 2 important characters that you
enjoyed the most and write their character sketch in not less than 150 words.
2. Hindi:

3. Punjabi: pMjwbI BwSw iv`c nwrI SkqI qy ie`k Slogan ilKdy hoey, ie`k Poster bxwieAw jwvy[
4. French: Make a colour chart in French in the notebook. Give one masculine and one feminine
object for each colour.
5. Maths: a) Compare the marks obtained by you in Term 1 and Term 2 (Both out of 100)
in various subjects during the academic session, 2017-18 with the help of a Double
Bar Graph. Use different colours for differentiation in the graph.
Answer the following:
 In which subject did you score the maximum marks in Term 1 and Term 2 exams?
 Which is the subject that needs maximum improvement?
 What steps will you take to enhance your performance in the current academic session?
b) Choose your favourite batsman from the Vivo IPL teams, 2018.
 Construct a Bar graph to represent his score in any 6 matches.
 Paste at least 2 pictures of him.
 Do you think playing any sport is good for your mental and physical health? Explain
in not more than 50 words.
6. Science: Ch.17 – Forest: Our Lifeline. The Department of Environment is to decide whether
some portion of a forest in your area could be cleared for construction of a housing complex.
Write a letter to the department explaining your point of view as a concerned
environmentalist.
Construct a crossword puzzle of your own using the keywords in your letter.
(Holiday Homework should be done in the Science notebook)
7. Social Science: Collect information on seven ruling dynasties that have ruled Delhi before the
New Delhi that we have. Also write briefly in four to five lines about each dynasty with pictures
in the notebook.

All the holiday homework has to be done in the respective subject
notebooks.

